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Abstract: Many online platforms adopt the ad-sponsored business model, which involves offering free services to consumers while collecting their data and selling targeted ads to advertisers. However, the collection of consumer data has raised growing privacy concerns, which may affect consumers’ homing behavior, i.e., using one platform (i.e., single-homing) or multiple platforms (multi-homing). This study develops a game-theoretic model to examine how consumer privacy concerns affect consumers’ homing and usage decisions, advertisers’ platform choices, and platform. We describe privacy concerns with a fixed and a variable component, and develop a two-sided Hotelling model to capture the role of a two-sided platform connecting consumers and advertisers. In our model, we allow both consumers and advertisers to choose single-homing or multi-homing endogenously. We find the growing privacy concerns would change the composition of single-homing and multi-homing consumers, and the overall consumer demand on the platform. More importantly, the impact of privacy concerns is non-monotonic. We also discover that privacy concern leads to interesting effect on advertising pricing and advertisers’ homing choices, through influence consumers’ homing and usage decision. At the platform level, we discover that the platforms’ data capability plays an important role and can mitigate the negative effect of privacy concerns. We discuss the relevant managerial and theoretical implications.
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